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An in-silico simulation of large conformational ensembles of the intrinsically 
disordered portion of Measles virus (MeV) nucleocapsid tail (Ntail) was used to 
examine the conformational space and collisions involved in binding to the 
polymerase P protein.  One million protein 3D conformers of Ntail were generated 
with populations of binding motif constrained to helix fractions derived from 
published NMR experiments. A transient helix of Ntail exists, varying from  13% 
Small helix (aa 491-499) to 25% Medium helix (aa 486-499) to 12% Large helix (aa 
486-502). The remaining 50% of Ntail NMR structures are in random coil 
conformations. Another 0.5 million structures were generated with predicted fractions 
of secondary structure using the GOR method.  
A new dock-by-superposition method was employed to produce complexes 
of the Ntail structures with the crystallographic structure 1T6O. A dual threshold was 
established involving the RMSD of the local helix motif and a count of total atomic 
collisions to distinguish the plausible bound conformations from those that could not 
bind. Results shows that 37.8% of the 1 million conformers mimicking the NMR 
conditions survived the filtering, indicating the intrinsically disordered Ntail 
contributes to discourage the binding of the virus nucleocapcid and catalytic 
phosphoprotein, i.e. auto-inhibitory effect exists for Ntail interacting with other 
proteins. 
An asymmetric effect is seen where the flanking region at the C-terminus of 
the helix is the more likely cause of entropic auto-inhibition due to the high number 
of collisions, compared to the N-terminus flanking region. The longer the helix, the 
larger Rgyr of the protein is, thus becoming more rigid. The degree of auto-inhibition 
effect is Ntail helix length dependent. The α2 and α3 helix of XD domain of the P 
protein and Ntail α-MoRE region Arg residues have severe rotamer collisions when 
binding, in agreement of NMR chemical shift experiments. The GOR method 
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ensembles show similar results and can be used to predict these properties of Ntail 
without NMR data, with only 3-state secondary structure information. The study 
sheds light on the structural basis of auto-inhibition, structural binding asymmetry 
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1.1 Intrinsically Disordered Proteins 
The traditional paradigm of well-defined protein tertiary structures encoding 
biological function has been challengedby a multitude of disordered or partially 
structured regions that are both functional and conserved[1,2]. Intrinsically disordered 
proteins/regions (IDPs/IDRs), with a relative flat energy landscapes, lack a unique, 
well defined stable structure under physiological conditions. Thus they are better 
represented as an ensemble of rapidly interconverting structures. By analogy to 
denatured states of globular proteins, the conformational behavior and structural 
features of IDPensemblesare represented between the ordered and coil disorder states, 
i.e. molten globule like (collapsed disorder) or  pre-molten globule like (extended 
disorder) forms[3].IDPs arehighly abundant in nature, composing more than 30% of 
eukaryotic proteins, and this fraction seems to be enriched with increasing organism 
complexity [4]. IDPs are more resistant to both heat and cold stress compared to 
globular proteins[5]. Disordered regions can often bind to multiple partners (one to 
manybinding mode) and vice versa (many to onebinding mode)[6]. In protein 
interaction networks, hub proteins are found to contain higher proportions of 
disordered regions, enabling binding diversity.These disordered regions participate in 
various cellular regulations: transcription regulation, signal transduction, and 
molecular recognition etc.[7]. They are potential abundantly new drug targets 
involving in various human diseases likeneurodegenerative disorders diseases, 
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and others [2,8]. 
 
1.1.1 Experimental technologies characterizing IDPs 
The intrinsic structural heterogeneity of IDPs results in incoherent X-ray 
scattering, withmissing or poorly defined electron density from X-ray crystallography 
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study. IDPsalso perturb the formation of protein crystals and it would be only one 
single conformer from a repertoire of all possible conformation ensemblesfor a 
crystals and structure to be obtained. Thus X-ray crystallography is unable to address 
IDPs ensemble properties involving dynamic motion and heterogeneous 
conformations. The widespread prevalence, biological and pharmaceutical 
importance of IDPs spurs the development of new techniques to address the 
understanding of this system. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) dominates in 
characterizing IDPs’ conformation ensemble with measurements of chemical shifts 
reporting protein secondary structure, residue dipolar couplings (RDCs) revealing the 
angle of a bond relative to an external frame of reference, and paramagnetic 
relaxation enhancement (PRE) on long range structural restraints[9,10] as the most 
important NMR methods. Other biochemical/biophysical techniques, small angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS), spectroscopic methods like circular dichroism (CD), single 
molecule techniques like fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), atomic 
force microscopy (AFM), Raman optical activity, and protease sensitivity can be 
combined with NMR data to further understandthe ensemble forms taken up by IDPs 
within their allowedconformation space[3,11,12]. 
 
1.1.2 Computational methods characterizing IDPs 
IDPs differ from structured proteins in several ways, including flexibility, 
sequencecomposition, hydrophobicity, charge, sequence complexity, type and rate of 
residue evolutionary substitutions. For example, the sequential composition of IDPs 
are biased and often enriched with polar and charged amino acids P, Q, S, E, G, K, D, 
R and A (disorder promoting amino acids) while containing a lesser content of 
hydrophobic amino acids T, N, M, H, V, F, L, Y, W, C and I (order promoting amino 
acids) which usually are responsible for forming the hydrophobic core of ordered 
proteins [13,14]. Such common features are utilized by more than 50 IDP predictors 
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to discriminate between ordered and disordered proteins, applicable for 
genome/proteomewide analysis [15,16].  
While many such methods exist to predict sequence that forms IDPs, there is 
a much smaller set of methods that can be used to understand the conformational 
ensembles, i.e. the representative structures of IDP, and do so without additional 
information from NMR or SAXS measurements. IDPs,with extremely high degrees 
of freedom, can not be fully characterized as most experimental measurements can 
only report ensemble averaged structural properties [17]. This inherently 
undetermined problem is complemented with computational methods and 
computational techniques constructing conformational ensembles consistent with 
experimental data are recently reviewed [18-20]. 
 
1.2 Trajectory Directed Ensemble Sampling 
Trajectory Directed Ensemble Sampling (TraDES) is software developed by 
Feldman and Hogue earlier in the Hogue laboratory which samples protein structures 
in available conformational space. TraDES is a fast C program set that can generate 
reasonably sized ensembles of 3D structures of an IDP sequence. It works by 
sampling protein conformational space via probabilistic sampling, building up 
random protein conformations one amino acid at a time. It chooses amino acid 
backbone and rotamer angles from predefined conformational libraries obtained from 
a non-redundant set of proteins from Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) [21,22]. 
The generated initial ensembles containing numbers as large as millions of 
conformations can be filtered with environment or structure based restrains (binding 
partners or spatial excluded volume constrains formed by proteins/domains nearby), 
mimicking protein dynamics. TraDES requires much less computational resources 
and time than energy potential based molecular dynamics simulations, and yet 
provides high quality all-atom coordinate data. 
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1.3 Paramyxovirus Background 
Viruses within the Mononegaviralesorder contain members of linear, non-
segmented, single-stranded, negative-sense RNA virus. The RNA genome is 
encapsulated by nucleoprotein (N) forming a helical nucleocapsid. Mononegavirales 
has four families: Bornaviridae, Filoviridae, Paramyxoviridae and Rhabdoviridae 
(Fig. 1). This order is expanding considerably in those years and the Paramyxovirinae 
subfamily is well established under Paramyxoviridae family. Paramyxovirusspecies 
have a globally significant impact in both economic cost and mortality, containing 
well known highly infectious human pathogens, like Measles virus (MeV) and 
Mumps (MuV), and fatal zoonotic virus, like the poultry infection Newcastle disease 
virus (NDV), horse infecting Hendra virus (HeV), pig infecting Nipah virus (NiV), 
and mouse infecting Sendai virus (SeV). They share common features as their linear 
RNA genome encodes successively six proteins from 3’ to 5’: nucleoprotein (N), 
phosphoprotein (P), matrix protein (M), fusion protein (F), attachment proteins (H or 
G, depending if it uses cellular surface sialic acid as their receptors or not) and 
polymerase large catalytic subunit (L).  
Nucleoprotein N plays several roles besides wrapping the viral RNA with six 
nucleotides per monomer forming a helical nucleocapsid [23]. Cellular RNA free 
nascent N (N°) binds P as its chaperone to stay soluble in cytoplasm and to prevent 
illegitimate self-assembly of N and illegitimate encapsulation of RNA [24]. N°-P 
serves as substrate for nascent genomic RNA encapsulation, and these proteins are 
schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The modular organization of P is conserved in all 
Paramyxovirinae [25]. P usually exists as a multimer and tethers polymerase L to the 
nucleocapsid template during transcription and replication. The N-RNA complex 
(nucleocapsids) structure is resolved for Rabies virus (RAV) and respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV) which shows N binding the phosphate sugar backbone of the virus RNA 
exposing the nucleotide bases to be read by L-P polymerase in transcription and 
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replication [26,27]. M, F and H/G orchestrates viral entry to and budding from host 
cells during the viral life cycle [28]. 
 
1.3.1 Measles virus 
MeV belongs to the Morbillivirus genus within Paramyxovirinae subfamily 
of Paramyxoviridaefamily under Mononegaviralesorder (Fig. 1). It is responsible for 
an acute contagious disease in human beings, bringing about symptoms ranging from 
relatively mild diarrhea to potentially fatal lung and brain complications [29]. Even 
though vaccination has efficiently prevented the occurrence of this disease, periodic 
outbreaks and possible endemics require efficient treatment capable of eliminating 
the virus directly. Thus, anti-viral drug development is a sustaining interest, both 
commercially and socially.  
Non-segmented, negative-sense, single-stranded MeV RNA genome is 
encapsulated by N, forming as herringbone nucleocapsid acting as a template both for 
transcription and replication. The RNA polymerase complex is composed of L and P 
as shown in Fig. 4F. P is a modular protein, consisting an N terminal disordered 
domain (PNT, P1-230) and a C terminal domain (PCT, P231-507), tethering the L protein 
to the nucleocapsid template through multimerization domain of P (PMD, P304-375, Fig. 
2 B). This ribonucleoprotein complex made of RNA, N, P, and L forms the basic 
replicative unit. The L-P complex cartwheels along the spiral nucleocapsid template, 
enabling replication along the entire length of MeV RNA genome [30] (Fig. 4F). 
 
1.3.2 MeV nucleocapsid protein interacting with phosphoprotein 
The nucleocapsid N protein consists of two parts: a structured N terminal 
domain (Ncore, N1-400) and a C terminal moiety (Ntail, N401-525) as shown in Fig. 2. A. 
N°monomer may undergo self-assembling and self-encapsidating genome RNA. The 
domain regions required for N-N self-assembly and RNA binding is located in Ncore. 
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And a functional nuclear localization sequence (NLS) is also located in Ncore (N70-77) 
[31]. Ntail, enriched in disorder promoting residues (R, Q, S, E) is both 
computationally predicted and experimently verified to be intrinsically disordered and 
conserved among Morbillivirus members (Fig. 2A) [25,32]. A nuclear export 
sequence (NES) is located in Ntail (N425-440) [31]. An alpha-helical molecular 
recognition element (α-MoRE) forms a transient α helix involved in protein binding, 
and the helical signal is both predicted and verified within the Box2 region (N486-502) 
[33,34]. α-MoRE binds to a long hydrophobic cleft created by the α2 (P476-490) and α3 
(P492-506) helix from the antiparallel triple helix bundle C terminal X domain (XD, 
P459-507) of P, forming a stable four helix bundle which can be crystallized. Previous 
NMR studies shows unbound α-MoRE is preconfigured in a helical form without the 
presence of XD and the helix length and population varies from 13% small (N491-499), 
25% medium helix (N486-499) and 12% large (N486-502) with the remaining 50% coil 
conformations [35]. Ntail also interacts with cellular proteins like heat shock protein 
hsp72 which enhances polymerase processivity and its NES interacts with cellular 
proteins responsible for nuclear export of N [36]. Nucleoprotein Box 1 binds to an 
uncharacterized nucleoprotein receptor (NR), expressed at the surface of lymphoid 
origin dendritic cells leading to cell cycle arrest while Ncore interacts with FcγRII 
triggering apoptosis [37]. The function of Box 3 in Ntail XD interaction is 
controversial. Some claim Box 3 establishes weak non-specific contacts with XD and 
inhibits viral transcription and replication while others think it does not involve in the 
Ntail XD binding process [24,32,38]. 
Among Mononegavirales, MeV Ntail and XD is mostly characterized by 
deletion analysis, CD and surface plasma resonance analysis, protease digestion, 
SAXS analysis, X-ray and NMR structures, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) 
binding analysis, and electron paramagnetic resonance analysis [32,34-36,38-41]. 
Within Mononegavirales, the N, P, and L proteins of MeV and SeV are functionally 
equivalent, but the sequence identity is limited. SeV Ntail span from aa 402-524 
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almost identical to the length of MeV [42]. The XD domain of P adopts the same 
antiparallel triple helix bundle arrangement. Thus the mechanisms of transcription 
and replication of MeV and SeV are quite similar. However, contrasting to MeV’s 
hydrophobic interaction between Ntail and XD, SeV is dominated by electrostatic 
forces whereas positively charged Ntail α-MoRE (four Ntail arginine side chains 
R482, R486, R490, and R491) binds to negatively charged patch formed by α2 and 
α3.  
The binding affinity of KD between XD and Ntail in these and other members 
in Mononegavirales differs significantly (Table 1), ranging from nM to μM. The 
rabies virus RAV has affinity similar to the wild type MeV Ntail and XD interaction. 
However in RAV, the C-terminal N-RNA binding domain of P contain six α-helices 
and a two-stranded antiparallel β sheet, which differs with MeV’s three α-helix 
structure [43]. The RAV’s P-L on and off nucleocapsid cycling is proposed to 
proceed differently with MeV’s cartwheeling mechanism, in that the many RAV P 
proteins may bind permanently to the nucleocapsid template with L catalytic unit 
jumping between adjacent P proteins [44,45]. The study of HeV and NiV are 
analogous to the study of MeV [46,47]. The other virus members are much less 
characterized and relevant functional, structural information of Ntail interacting with 
P is quite limited. 
 
1.4 Objectives 
Auto-inhibition usually refers to a molecule inactivates itself by a 
conformation binding to itself through an internal domain producing a non-binding 
structure. The study of cytoplasmic disordered nucleoporins (Nups) in nuclear pore 
complexes (NPCs) indicate that auto-inhibition functions as a meshwork shield 
excluding nonspecific transportation for macromolecule selective exchange [48]. 
Considering the dynamic properties of Ntail protruding from the surface of 
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nucleocapsid (Fig. 4F), it is possible that, like nucleoporins, they posses an auto-
inhibition mechanism to selectively bind to its favored targets while rejecting 
nonspecific binding to the pre-formed α-MoRE helix region. 
As previous research focused mainly on the function and structural transition 
of Box 2 and Box 3 concerning the interaction of Ntail binding with XD, the 
functional role of C terminal region of Ntail linking the Box 2 and Box 3 is largely 
neglected. In this study the Ntail region is examined by TraDES structure sampling 
and docking to the XD structure to determine whether any auto-inhibition effect can 
be observed within conformational ensembles including variable length α-MoRE 
helices. In addition, the functional role of the sequence region separating the α-MoRE 
helix containing Box 2 and the C-terminal Box3 is examined. A large ensemble of 
Ntail conformations consisting of 1 million plausible three dimensional structures is 
constructed with the TraDES package version 20110318 with the α-MoRE helix 
population in small, medium, large and coil forms set in accordance with NMR data 
(Fig. 4A-D), with population size representing its frequency in NMR ensemble 
observations [35]. These TraDES generated protein structures are then each 
superimposed with chain B of a chimera crystal structure (PDB code: 1T6O)  
containing XD aa 457-507 (chain A) and α-MoRE aa 486-505 (chain B) and filtered 
with steric collision parameters to reject those structures that can not bind, leaving a 
plausible bound sub-ensemble. Steric parameters for filtering include both root mean 
square deviation (RMSD) from chain B from 1T6O and number of steric atomic 
collisions when binding to XD. The filtered sub-ensemble considered plausible bound 
conformers. Another 0.5 million structure ensemble of Ntail conformations is created 
with GOR three state secondary structure prediction which constrains conformational 
space according to secondary structure (Gor class, Fig 3E). This set of structures is 
filtered with the same filtering threshold obtained from the NMR data based 1 million 
structure ensemble. The GOR sampling represents a blind study of the types of 
structures that the TraDES software could make with variable fractions of α-MoRE 
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helix but without prior knowledge of the fractions of α-MoRE helix already 
characterized by NMR. The Gor data set is used to determine whether simple 
secondary structure based conformational sampling bias can provide a similar result 
as that biased by known fractions of and α-MoRE from NMR measurements. The 
results shed light on the structural basis of binding, the conformational space of the 
Box 3 and α-MoRE region in bound and free states, auto-inhibition effects of regions 
flanking Box 2, and to the therapeutic drug design against MeV. 
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 Fig. 1 Mononegavirales family members. 










MeV Ntail (401-525) 170 ± 20 nM 56.64 ± 0.686 -60.3 2.13 [38] 
MeV Ntail∆3  330 ± 50 nM 44.50 ± 1.013 -25.1 1.13 [38] 
MeV Ntail∆3 Flag 186 ± 25 nM 52.40 ± 0.644 -46.9 1.79 [38] 
MeV Ntail482-525 389 ± 24 nM 40.00 ± 0.523 -13.8 0.69 [38] 
MeV Box2 peptide(N487-507)  20 nM     [36] 
HeV Ntail (400-532), 0.2M NaCl 8.7 ± 0.55 μM 23.36 ± 0.259 -17.1 1.46 [47] 
NiV Ntail (400-532), 0.2M NaCl 2.1 ± 0.24μM 37.80 ± 0.456 -20.3 1.07 [47] 
SeV Ntail (402-524) 0.5M NaCl 57 ± 18 μM    [42] 
RABV Ntail 160 ± 20 nM    [49] 
Table 1 Binding kinetics and free energy of MeV Ntail mutants and other Mononegavirales member binding with their respective XD. 
For MeV Ntail binding with its XD, the full length form N401-525, a form without Box3 (Ntail∆3), a form which the native Box 3 region is replaced by a flag 
sequence DYKDDDDK (Ntail∆3Flag), a form composing residues N482–525 and a form encompassing only the Box 2 region N487-507peptide 
(DSRRSADALLRLQAMAGISEE). The other forms used are wild type Ntail. MeV: Measle virus; RABV: Rabies virus; SeV: Sendai virus; HeV: Hendra 
virus; NiV: Nipah virus.  
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 Fig. 2 Schematic representation of MeV N and P. 
A) Structured and unstructured regions of N protein. The three Ntail boxes are 
conserved among Morbillivirus members (grey box) with Box 2 and Box 3 involving in 
interaction with XD, regulating virus transcription and replication. The α-MoRE 
sequence within Paramyxovirus family with similarity greater than 60% are greyed out 
and identical residues are underscored [24]. There is a functional nuclear localization 
sequence (NLS) in Ncore and nuclear export sequence (NES) in Ntail [31]. B) 
Modular organization of P protein. Three anti-parallel α-helix regions form a triple 




Fig. 3 Ntail structures representing helical region samples from the five classes 
of trajectory distribution files. 
The one letter code of amino acid representation together with its sequence location 
is used to illustrate the α-MoRE sub-region where the dihedral angles of their 
trajectory files are fixed as obtained from crystal structure 1T6O.The torsion angles 
for Helix class (Small, Medium, Large) are correspondingly fixed in Ntail91-99, Ntail86-99 
and Ntail86-102 and their other entire Ntail region is set as “allcoil” secondary structure 
type. The length and location of helix represents this difference. The Allcoil class 
whole Ntail region is fixed to “allcoil” secondary structure type in TraDES package. 
The Gor class uses predicated secondary structure with GOR functions for the entire 
Ntail region, but the helical angles are not rigidly fixed, hence the GOR sampled 






Fig. 4 Schematic representation of five classes of Ntail binding with XD (A-E) 
and MeV ribonucleoprotein complex (F). 
The number indicates the total number of conformers initially generated, for example 
0.13M in A means 0.13 million 3D conformers were generated for Small class, a 
single docked representative is shown. During collision threshold manual checking, 
the conformers like E which the C terminal of Ntail invades the space of the XD 
peptide would be considered as major crashes while A and B would be regarded as 




TraDES sampling uses trajectory distribution data structures, which are a 
linear sequence of Ramachandran backbone frequency graphs, one for each amino 
acid in the sequence. The Ramachandran plot area is discretized into 400x400 grids. 
Overall, residues occupy less than 20% of the total Ramachandran plot area [50], so 
the frequency information is converted into a cumulative distribution function for 
random sampling that can recapitulate the underlying distribution provided. Areas of 
Ramachandran space without frequencies are never sampled. The starting point for 
sampling 3D structures is a TraDES *.trj file, which is a compressed file with the 
trajectory distribution corresponding to the sequence. For each class of sampling, 
Small, Medium, Large, Allcoil and Gor, a separate *.trj file is created. 
Since the NMR determined helical population weight is known on a residue 
basis, the backbone dihedral Phi, Psi angles (Φ/Ψ) for Small, Medium, Large helix 
class are fixed, so that each amino acid in the helix forms a helix according to the 
dihedral angles obtained from crystal structure 1T6O from Ntail86-99 (Fig. 3). The 
approach is summarized in Fig. 5 and detailed steps are described below. To mimic 
the NMR populations we sample 500,000 conformers for Allcoil class, 130,000 for 
Small helix class, 250,000 for Medium helix class and 120,000 for Large helix class 
with a total of 1 million conformers representing an ensemble with the same α-MoRE 
backbone angle composition and population as determined by NMR. This seems to be 
an adequate sample size, however there are very few structures from the Allcoil 
conformation that survive filtering. A total of 500,000 structures are used to represent 
the ensemble property of MeV Ntail for Gor class, which as will be shown, creates 
variable length α-MoRE helices by the nature of the secondary structure bias and by 
the fact that there is a strong and easily predicted α-MoRE helix signal that is 
recognized by the GOR algorithm.  
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2.1 Ntail Ensemble Generation 
Protein trajectory distribution, a map of available conformational space with 
probabilities assigned for each pair of Φ/Ψ angles of a residule, is generated with 
Ntail sequence (Swiss-Prot ID: Q89933) input using VISTRAJ from TraDES. The 
initial trajectory distribution VISTRAJ used all-coil sampling to generate an initial 
*.trj files for Ntail. In this step, the distribution for Ramachandran space sampling for 
each amino acid is obtained from the calculation of Φ/Ψ angles of thousands of 
protein structures from a non-redundant protein database chosen from PDB, where 
regions annotated as helix or strand are removed. This formed the Coil trajectory 
distribution. Next, the discrete values of secondary structure Φ/Ψ angles were used to 
replace the Coil distributions corresponding with the appropriate helical residues, 
using the VISTRAJ interface. This led to three additional *.trj files with fixed helical 
sampling constraints (Small, Medium, Large helix class). Thus conformational 
sampling of these would produce a fixed amount of rigid helical structure and all 
other residues would sample from the previously applied coil distributions. For Small, 
Medium, Large helix class, helical backbone conformations in the α-MoRE region 
back bone Φ/Ψ are correspondingly fixed to dihedral angles obtained from crystal 
structure 1T6O in the region Ntail91-99, Ntail86-99 and Ntail86-102 (Fig. 3). To 
recapitulate the NMR [51] derived populations, proportional numbers of Allcoil, 
Small, Medium, and Large trajectory distributions could be sampled. A separate *.trj 
file for Ntail was generated using the GOR three-state secondary structure prediction 
method to bias the fraction of each Ramachandran distribution to the predicted 
amount of helix, strand and coil from the GOR algorithm. This effectively uses the 
amino acid sequence to predict the secondary structure population (helix, sheets, coil) 
for each residue [52], and hence the sampled structures contain relatively similar 
amounts of secondary structure. Thus there are four trajectory files with backbone 
dihedral angle constraint: Small, Medium, Large, GOR and the one Allcoil in which 
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residue conformational space is unconstrained and can sample from the complete coil 
Ramachandran distribution for each amino acid. 
The FOLDTRAJ program takes as input, one of the five Ntail*.trj files, and 
samples the conformational space distribution contained therein to generate Ntail 
conformers by random walks monte-carlo chain build-up through backbone Φ/Ψ 
angles with sidechain rotamers randomly sampled taking from a backbone dependent 
rotamer library [53]. FOLDTRAJ employs a probabilistic approach to construct all-
atom off-lattice protein conformers that are plausible geometrically and do not suffer 




Fig. 5 Flow chart of simulation processes. 
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2.2 Docking and Collision Checking 
Rather than use a computationally expensive docking procedure, a 
methodology developed in our laboratory called “dock by superposition” is used. 
This utilizes a known crystal structure with the fully docked complex. A TraDES 
sampled structure is superimposed onto the bound peptide in the PDB structure 
complex, and then the quality of the resulting superimposed structure is used to assess 
whether the docking succeeds or fails. In this case, the Ntail small helix region 
(SRRSADALL, aa 491-499) issuperimposed to the B chain of PDB structure 1T6O 
(aa 6-14) with the TraDES package program SALIGN. SALIGN computes the 
required translation and rotation backbone atoms of the selected residues from 
FOLDTRAJ generated conformers to occupy the same position in space as those 
selected residues of chain B. The alignment was carried out by superposition of the 
two structures at the specified amino acid residues using a Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) method, and then creating a new ASN.1 3D structure file 
containing the input Ntail conformer with its new orientation in space. The SALIGN 
program provides RMSD (root mean square deviation) values which is a numerical 
measure of the difference between two aligned regions of structures. RMSD is 
defined below: 
 
After the alignment, the TraDES package VALMERGE program is used to 
merge the chain structures in multiple files to form a single docked structure allowing 
molecular visualization of the protein structure tool such as Cn3D, and conversion to 
di :     The distance between N pairs of equivalent atom i 
in each molecule. 
Natom: The number of atoms whose positions are being 
compared 




PDB file format for tools like Pymol. Each aligned Ntail conformer substitutes chain 
B of the 1T6O structure and forms a four helix bundle with XD (Fig. 4A-E). 
 
2.3 Filtering Threshold Determination 
We set the first threshold of RMSD between the generated conformers 
Ntail91-99 and the corresponding 1T6O B chain aa 6-14 to 1.0 Å. Thus any conformers’ 
RMSD less than 1.0 Å will survive the first step filtering (Fig. 7).  
The merged conformers generated by VALMERGE are checked for steric 
crashes between Ntail with XD with program CRASHCHK. CRASHCHK reports 
steric crashes between any two atoms either within or between backbones of separate 
polypeptide chains belonging to a protein complex inclusive of the side chains. Steric 
crashes are determined when atom-atom distances, measured in Angstroms, are closer 
than the allowed Van der Waals distances of the two soft atoms. 
An analysis was required to determine the thresholds for filtering, as they are 
not obvious from the output of SALIGN or CRASHCHK alone. Two arbitrary 
filtering parametersare utilized to extract good docking conformers for each of the 
five class ensembles. SALIGN reported RMSD between the aligned Ntail peptide 
from that of the chimeric crystal structure chain Bin 1T6O. To analyze this, the 
density distribution of RMSD for each class was plotted and examined. CRASHCHK 
reported the total number of steric crashes between the two peptides. Merged 
conformers representing the finished docked complex were randomly selected from 
each of initial five ensemble classes and manually inspected to classify 100 for each 
of them in three categories: No crashes (Ntail in a fully extended form, Fig. 4 C); 
Minor crashes (Ntail in vicinity of XD, but not crossing through it, Fig. 4 A and B); 
Major crashes (Ntail crossing the XD peptide, Fig. 4 E). The threshold of number of 
collisions was determined by graphical analysis of the distributions of CRASHCHK 
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values for each of the manually classified cases, and the results of this analysis (Fig. 
10) were input into the filtering step. 
The latest version of TraDES-2-20120612 rearranges the program module 
names used in this study and released the TraDES-2 package as open source at 
http://trades.blueprint.org. The linux shell and R script pipelines for running the 
previously mentioned ensemble generation and filtering and automatically draw the 
figures and tables we reported here is provided in appendix A-F. The scripts are run 
in a desktop server with 16 core intel Xeon W5590@3.33 GHz and 24 GB memory. 
Potential problems may arise like the memory overflow problem if scripts are run in 
an inferior configured system. 
 
2.4 Data Repository and Web Retrieval 
The data generated in this project: the log files from FOLDTRAJ, RMSD 
data from SALIGN, CRASHCHK information, the number of crashes per conformer 
and conformer structures in ASN.1 files format are deposited in local MySQL 
database. Structures and information can be retrieved by query through an internet 
browser on a website (Fig. 6 , http://172.20.66.15/index.html). Queries are processed 
by a CGI script (Appendix G) that directly access the MySQL database to retrieve 
individual structures or related information and send the retrieved data back and 
display it to the user on website. This service was used for retrieving structures to 
determine the filtering threshold, and was not intended for public release. 
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 Fig. 6 Snapshot of the web server GUI. 
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3. RESULTS 
Key to the filtering step was the assessment of parameter thresholds for 
SALIGN superposition RMSD in the local α-MoRE region overlapping with the 
crystal structure coordinates. The population normalized SALIGN α-MoRE RMSD 
density distributions for all five classes of ensembles are shown in Fig. 7. The Helix 
class (Small, Medium, Large) ensemble distribution highly overlap in RMSD <1.0 Å 
region. As shown in Fig. 8 RMSD mean values for each class are Large 0.3984 ± 
0.1098 Å, Medium 0.3965 ± 0.1095 Å, Small 0.3952 ± 0.1093 Å, Allcoil 3.718 ± 
0.4328 Å and GOR 1.912 ± 1.172 Å. 
 
Fig. 7 Density plot of RMSD for generated five classes. 
Normalized population density plot of SALIGN α-MoRE RMSD values, computed after 
structure superposition. The Helix class conformers (Small, Medium, Large) overlaps 
in RMSD <1.0 Å region. Vertical bar represents the chosen threshold cutoff value. 
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 Fig. 8 RMSD mean value and deviations for each class. 
 
 
Fig. 9 Rgyr distribution of all classes before filtering. 
Normalized ensemble Rgyr density distribution for all five classes are plotted 
in Fig. 9. The ensemble Rgyr of Allcoil is slightly smaller than the Helix classes. The 
Small helix class’s Rgyr is also smaller than the Medium and Large class whose Rgyr 
distribution overlaps quite well. The Gor class has the smallest ensemble Rgyr 






















Non_Gor classes (1 million conformer ensemble composed of the Helix class with 
the Allcoil class). 
The density distribution of total number of CRASHCHK reported steric 
collisions for the manually classified good binding, acceptable binding and bad 
binding structure subset is shown in Fig. 10. The superposition cutoff threshold was 
set with SALIGN RMSD of two aligned structures at less than 1 Å. The vertical line 
in Fig. 9 represents the medium value (310) of the minor crashes category, which is 
used as the second filtering threshold. Thus, conformers that have RMSD value of 
less than 1.0 Å and fewer than 310 collisions were deemed to be plausible binding 
structures, and passed the dock-by-superposition thresholds. The combining effect of 
two filtering thresholds are representated in (Fig. 11). The distribution of SALIGN 
RMSD against total number of CRASHCHK collisions between Ntail and XD 
peptide with two filtering threshold values are represented in horizontal and vertical 
lines traversing the graph. The bottom left boxed region contains structures 
considered good binding structures of Ntail and XD. The RMSD of Helix class 
ensembles are all less than 1 Å and the majority of them meet the steric filtering 
criteria. In contrast, the majority of Allcoil class structures lie outside the good 
binding criteria with only a few of them within good binding thresholds. Most 
interestingly, the Gor class of sampled structures shows a mix of populations 
capturing both the features of the Helix class of good binding and the Allcoil class’s 
outer distribution. From this plot it can be seen that the Gor class of TraDES 
sampling successfully recovers dockable Ntail structure samples with high frequency, 
without prior knowledge of Ntail α-MoRE NMR structure. 
To reveal the distribution of crashes along the sequence, a detailed per 
residue collistion along XD and Ntail sequence are ploted (Fig. 12). Fig. 12 plots per 
residue number of CRASHCHK collisions from the perspective of the XD sequence 
when binding to Ntail confomers from each class. The most severe collision areas are 
boxed out and they correspond to α2 and α3 helix regions which undergo most severe 
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chemical shifts when binding with Ntail. And Fig. 13 plots per-residue CRASHCHK 
collisions along Ntail when binding to XD both before the filtering with initial 
ensembles generated by FOLDTRAJ (panel A) and after the filtering with the good 
binding conformers passed through filtering (panel B). Considering the initial 
ensemble before filtering, the Helix classes generally have fewer crashes than the 
Allcoil or Gor class but more severe than the 1T6O crystal structure itself. The per-
residue crashes of the ensemble after filtering of Gor and Helix classes are quite 
similar, and the crash severity is quite similar to the 1T6O crystal structure. The after 
filtering per residue crashes of Allcoil class remains relatively similar with the 
ensemble before filtering, suggesting that the very few Allcoil structures that did pass 
the threshold still retain some steric difficulties. The C terminal downstream α-MoRE 
region (N503-516) of all of the five classes has much less crashes after filtering than 
before filtering. The Ntail sequence crashes when binding with XD shows collisional 
asymmetry upstream and downstream of the α-MoRE greyed out region, both before 
and after filtering. Ntail residues on the C-terminal side of α-MoRE clearly have more 
frequent collisions with XD than on the N-terminal side, an effect that increases with 
the length of the helix, which diminishes the number of collisions on the N-terminal 
side as it elongates. The arginines in α-MoRE region (N489, N490, N497) have the most 
severe crashes among all the five classes before filtering and remain relatively same 
crashes after filtering which has more than double the crashes as in 1T6O. This is an 
artifact of the dock-by-superposition method which makes no attempt to rectify the 
long Arg sidechain conformations chosen by FOLDTRAJ with energetic fits in the 
bound form, and it is expected that this artifact could be alleviated by further 
processing the filtered structures with MD. 
To get a quantitative analysis of the initial ensemble proportions survived the 
duel parameter filtering (Fig. 11), the percentage of survied conformers with respect 
to the initial conformer ensemble is ploted (Fig. 14). Each of the Helix class have 
more than 66% percent survival after filtering, and the survival rate clearly increases 
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as the helix length of the α-MoRE region increases. The Allcoil class only has 18 out 
of 500k conformers which passed the filtering threshold, albeit with collisions 
suggesting poor quality. Interestingly, the Gor class considered alone, has a surviving 
ensemble properity (22%), which compares more similarly to that of the combined 
Non_Gor ensemble representing the NMR fractions observed previously, but which 
has more surviving conformers (38%). The higher rate of conformer survival in the 
Non_Gor ensemble may be attributed to the very hard constraints of the discrete 
values of helix conformation Φ/Ψ angle values taken from the crystal structure, 
whereas the Gor class will have many helices which are slightly bent or distorted in 
shape. This can be seen more clearly by the detailed examination of the sampled 
conformational space in each ensemble class. 
The α-MoRE region’s available Ramachandran space for each classes before 
and after filtering is plotted to visualize the conformational transitions (Fig 14, 15 and 
Appendix SFig. 1-8). In these Small, Medium and Large plots (SFig 3-8), the 
structurally constrained residues appear as nearly blank Ramachandran plots with a 
single point in the helical region. The quantitative measurement of the percentage of 
residue dihedral angles in right handed alpha helix is summarized in Table 2. The α-
MoRE region, especially the region of N492-N498 undergoes α helix preference 
transition after filtering for all classes. 
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 Fig. 10 Density plot of interchain crashes for three categories of manually classified collision severity. 
Vertical bar shows the total number of crash between Ntail and XD lower than 310 is set as a filtering 
parameter for acceptable binding structures. 
 
No Crashes     — Good binding 
Minor Crashes— Acceptable binding 
Major Crashes—Bad binding 
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Fig. 11 Ensemble distribution of number of collisions against RMSD. 
Color gradient ranging from blue to red with increasing conformer density. Two filtering thresholds are shown as 



























Fig. 12 Per residue collision density of XD when binding to Ntail. 





 Fig. 13 Average number of interchain collisions for each Ntail residue before filtering (upper panel A) and after filtering (down panel B). 
α-MoRE (N486-502) is greyed out.The peak crashes of amino acid for the α-MoRE and Non α-MoRE region is labeled. And the nucleoprotein sequence 
number of the peak crashes within α-MoRE region is labeled (Like N497 representate the aa 497 of N sequence, which is R [Arginine]). 
B 





 Fig. 14 Percentage of conformers survived filtering. 
The two thresholds useds in the filtering process are RMSD less than 1.0 Å and 
number of inter-chain collisions less than 310. Non_Gor refers to the 1 million 









   
Fig. 16 Gor α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot after filtering. 
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Glu_86 Asp_87 Ser_88 Arg_89 Arg_90 Ser_91 Ala_92 Asp_93 Ala_94
Gor 48.01 57.03 55.20 72.30 72.38 71.16 83.93 77.74 85.81
Small 36.37 36.73 27.60 31.15 36.82 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Medium 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Large 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Allcoil 36.93 37.81 28.92 35.76 34.22 28.42 36.54 37.81 35.98
Gor 47.10 56.46 56.36 73.22 78.29 92.13 99.95 100.00 100.00
Small 36.40 35.77 27.40 27.83 38.76 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Medium 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Large 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Allcoil 22.22 0.00 27.78 44.44 33.33 55.56 100.00 100.00 100.00
Leu_95 Leu_96 Arg_97 Leu_98 Glu_99 Ala_100 Met_101 Ala_102
Gor 85.34 87.21 84.34 86.38 86.05 82.71 80.01 71.71
Small 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 26.33 33.69 36.17
Medium 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 25.77 33.83 36.16
Large 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Allcoil 35.63 34.91 32.88 34.73 35.04 34.66 33.09 36.28
Gor 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.28 91.50 88.02 87.54 75.28
Small 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 20.66 34.00 35.92
Medium 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 20.84 33.90 35.84
Large 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Allcoil 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 27.78 33.33 0.00 50.00  
 
Table 2 Right hand alpha helix conformational weight in α-MoRE region before and after filtering for all classes. 
The region N492-N498 of the Gor class significantly goes transition to 100% α helix dihedral angles after filtering is highlighted. 
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4. DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Ensemble Properties of the Five Generated Classes 
As expected the RMSD values for Small, Medium and Large classes are quite 
small and do not deviate too much from 1T6O as the Φ/Ψ dihedral angles of the 
superimposed region are constrained to the reference structure. As the residue N491-
N499 of the Small class is constrained to the corresponding dihedral angles of 1T6O 
reference structure, the corresponding residue Ramachandran plot only has one dot on 
the figure, which is not easily seen by human eyes on the plot, but at the centre of the 
alpha-helical region. This is also the case for Medium class N486-N499 region and 
Large class N486-N502 region. These constrained region is also confirmed by the 100% 
of alpha helix dihedral angles both before and after filtering for the Helix class in 
Table 2. 
The Gor class has a larger RMSD mean value together with a much higher 
standard deviation (Fig. 8). This deviation is due to the three-state secondary 
structural prediction on which the Gor structures were based upon their generation 
may or may not have a helix at the α-MoRE region. This is further confirmed when 
we examine the residue right hand alpha helix composition for α-MoRE regions of 
Gor class. As shown in Table 2 the α-MoRE region residue possessing alpha helix 
dihedral angles ranges from 48% to 87% before filtering. As such there will be some 
good and some bad helical structures in the Gor class, with a much broader 
distribution of imperfect helical structures than the combined set of Small + Medium 
+ Large + Allcoil ensembles. 
The Allcoil ensemble shows the highest RMSD mean value of 3.718Å with 
the lowest right hand alpha helix dihedral angles ranging from 28% to 38% in α-
MoRE region, which also has the widest Ramachandran plot distribution (SFig. 1), 
confirming the conformers generated are effectively a random coil ensemble (Table 
2). The Ramachandran plot after the filtering is quite sparse in SFig. 2 as only 18 
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conformers survived the filtering of Allcoil class. Residues Ntail92-98 of these 18 
conformers are in helical conformations, which can be compared to the fixed residues 
Ntail91-99 of the Small helix constraints. Given the poor CRASHCHK collision data 
for this set of 18 conformers, and taking into consideration the Gor ensemble filtered 
Ramachandran map (Fig. 16), this simulation confirms that the minimum helix length 
required for binding corresponds closely to the Small helix constraints, but adding the 
information that no off-helix conformation are tolerated within the residue range from 
Ntail92-98 in bound conformations. 
 
4.2 Collisional Asymmetry of Ntail Binding with XD 
The RMSD and number of collision density distribution (Fig. 7 and Fig. 11) 
reveals that only 18 out of 500k conformers generated in the Allcoil ensemble 
satisfies both criteria. While a significant portion of the conformers dock/bind well 
with XD with few collisions, they did not pass the RMSD cut-off. Thus it is the 
RMSD cut off rejects the majority of the Allcoil conformers generated. The Small, 
Medium, Large ensembles show a very high concentration of conformers that do pass 
both filters, with the majority of their conformers concentrated in the 'good-docking-
fit' region.  
This result can be examined in light of the conformer selection or coupled 
folding and binding models previously proposed. This includes protein-protein 
interactions with high specificity and low affinity because of enthalpy gain 
compensating with entropic penalty during structure ordering [35,54]. The entropy 
cost for an unstructured allcoil conformer to undergo structured (α-MoRE formation) 
binding with its partner offset the binding enthalpy. In contrast, a stable pre-formed 
α-MoRE helix goes by this limit thus enhancing binding affinity. In this simulation, 
the pre-formed helix conformers still undergo partial entropy cost when binding to 
XD regions as the majority (> 66%) but not all of the Helix conformers (Small, 
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Medium, Large) passed the filtering. The key determinant of XD binding in the Helix 
conformer set appears to be collisions involving the C terminal region (N503-512) of the 
α-MoRE region which have more severe crashes with XD (Fig. 13). It is seen that the 
longer the α-helix is, the less severe this region crashes when binding to XD, with 
more conformers surviving the filtering. The pre-formed α-helix in the α-MoRE 
region would constrain the available dihedral angles together with the steric 
constraint of XD binding would affect the conformational space available to the 
downstream C-terminal region (Fig. 11, Fig. 14). One can infer from this that this 
region would be less flexible in the bound form, and it implies an entropic penalty 
specific to this set of C-terminal flanking residues of the α-MoRE region. 
A structural basis for this observation of more severe crashes of the C 
terminal region than the N terminal region can be seen upon inspection. The Ntail α-
MoRE helix is not centered in the binding site. The helix protrudes out on the N-
terminal side, making the upstream N terminal residues further away the XD region. 
In contrast, the C terminal flanking region N503-512 does not protrude out from the 
helical bundle structure, and thus appears to have a much higher chance to collapse 
with the nearby XD peptide when it fluctuate (Fig. 4 A-C). The longer the helix, the 
more constraints it put on the N terminal flanking region upstream of the α-MoRE 
region, decreasing its possibility to collide with XD. This structural binding 
asymmetry, together with the tilting of the Ntail along the hydrophobic surface cleft 
formed by α2 and α3, may be part of  the structural foundation for the Ntail to 
maintain a high specificity while with a relatively low affinity (KD=170nM, Table 1) 
[38]. 
 Our finding that the structural binding asymmetry of Ntail with XD, i.e. the 
flanking C terminal region downstream the Ntail α-MoRE region has more frequent 
collisions with XD, is in fact matched by the binding kinetics study of Ntail and XD 
(Table 1). The isolated Box 2 peptide has the smallest KD 20nM, which means 
highest binding affinity with XD comparing to the wild type Ntail 170nM while 
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deleting either Box 3 or N terminal region of Ntail only results in subtle binding 
affinity decrease to KD 389nM range. This indicates that adding the C terminal region 
linking Box 2 and Box 3, the Ntail binding affinity with XD decreases by an order of 
magnitude (20nM to 389nM). That is to say this C terminal region decreases the 
binding affinity of Ntail with XD, which we may conclude is a kind of auto-inhibition 
effect when interacting with other molecules. This auto-inhibition effect is α-MoRE 
helix length dependent. The longer the helix, the more dihedral angle constraint on 
both flanking upstream and downstream regions as the Ntail per residue crashes in 
Large class is globally much less than the other classes in Fig. 13 panel A. Also, the 
more rigid these regions are, the longer the Rgyr of the conformers are (Fig. 9), and 
the less likely they are to crash with XD when XD approaches nearby to Ntail. Thus 
the auto-inhibition effect is also decreased because the decreased flexibility of the C 
terminal region downstream Box 2 α-MoRE region. It appears that the helix 
formation opens up the disordered region to interact with binding partner. The more 
open it is, the less entropy cost it pays when binding, the easier it is for binding. 
 Overall, we also noticed that the number of crashes per residue is reduced 
after filtering for almost all the classes.  This indicates that Ntail pre-formed helix 
alone can increase the binding affinity with XD which also supports the coupled 
binding and folding mechanism. The arginines in α-MoRE region (R489, R490, R497) 
have most severe crashes among all the five classes before filtering. This is mainly 
because of the arginine long side chain rotamer conformer is protruding to the side of 
XD, and the rotamers are not altered in the dock-by-superposition method as they 
may be with MD techniques. The crashes remain relatively same after filtering which 
is more than double the crashes in 1T6O. Statistically there would be more crashes if 
more atoms are involved in a system or there are more rotamer states. As arginine has 
81 possible rotamer states and there may only one or two of them be actually adopted 
to form a better accommodated α-MoRE helix. The strict constraint of Arg binding in 
this case would imply that when Ntail binds to XD, the arginine side chain conformer 
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is rearranged to adopt a better binding affinity with XD. Thus the coupled binding 
and folding also involves the side chain rotamer conversion to optimize the 
interaction. The transition may be seen with molecular dynamics simulation, and if 
only a single set of arginine rotamers persists in the bound form, it would represent a 
significant entropy cost to binding that may counteract the pre-formed helix effect. 
 
4.3 Comparing with NMR data 
The results that the XD α2 and α3 regions together with α-MoRE helix region 
have the  severest collapse upon binding are in agreement with heteronuclear data 
showing chemical shift changes when P and N proteins interact at residues P457-507 and 
N477-505 [34]. Large chemical shifts occur due to changes in the shielding effects of 
electron clouds belonging to H-atoms in a molecule especially when interactions with 
a binding partner such as the case for the P and N protein [51]. 
Table 2 shows that the N492-498 changes significantly to a dominated alpha 
helix dihedral angle, especially the region N492-497 which forms 100% alpha helix 
conformation. This region may be the binding core trigger helix formation upon 
binding to XD. Recently Malen and Martin have reported finer resolution Ntail 
structure conformer compositions inside α-MoRE with a common helix in region 
N492-497 [37]. This verifies what we found that residues N492-497 form 100% helix 
dihedral angles would be the core inducing the formation of α-MoRE helix to bind 
XD. The Gor method does seem to well represent the properities of MeV Ntail 
detected by NMR as the 21.96% conformer survived after filtering is quite similar to 
the Non_Gor 37.82% (Fig. 14), and the lower survival rate due to imperfect helix 
formation during sampling is an interpretable compromise. 
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4.4 Directions for Drug Design 
One approach for curing measles is to disturb its replicative machinery. Thus 
the α-MoRE helix region is an excellent example for small peptide design. The small 
peptide may possess a better positional interaction to bind more tightly with the XD 
hydrophobic cleft without protruding or autoinhibition as Ntail does. Previous study 
shows that increasing the stability of pre-organized secondary structure may fail to 
enhance the binding affinity or decrease the protein-protein interaction kinetics [55]. 
Thus the disordered domain may fold into an unfavorable form, but may then quickly 
dissociate or adjust its rotamer conformations to achieve the best binding. While a 
much more stabilized peptide lacks this flexibility resulting in a decrease in kinetics. 
Further, a small molecule may be used to lock the binding of the disordered peptide 
with its partner to increase the binding efficiency. This may shed light on anti-virus 
drug design, that a disordered small peptide might deliver a better result. 
The results provide a practical guideline to take the advantage of IDPs’ 
folding flexibility in coupled folding and binding, while improving the binding 
enthalpy to overcome entropy compensation aiming at optimizing the binding 
potency of both high specificity and affinity.  
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5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Additional studies may be carried out by MD, however the number of 
structures in this study makes further pursuit extremely computationally intensive. 
MD may be used to quantitatively calculate the ensemble enthalpy and entropy 
changes before and after the filtering then comparing it with the experimental 
detected values (Table 1). 
As previous mentioned, much of the research focus of MeV Ntail interacting 
with XD is on the Box 2 α-MoRE region and Box 3 subtle function role in increasing 
the binding affinity of Ntail and XD through weak non-specific contacts with XD or 
Ntail but failed to be directly detected by experiments. Using the filtered structures 
we get here as the initial conformer seeds, they can be input to conduct a molecular 
dynamics simulation to see how the fluctuation of Ntail Box3 region contribute if any 
to the binding of Ntail with XD. Through MD, we may be able to settle down the 
controversy of the functional role of Box 3 in Ntail and XD interaction. As the all-
atom force field is computationally costly, the recently developed coarse-grained 
potential may be utilized in MD simulation [56,57]. And also with the MD, we would 
be able to see how the arginines in α-MoRE region change their side chain rotamer 
conformations to have better binding with XD, and the associated entropy cost of this 
conversion. 
 The information of Ntail structural binding collision asymmetry with XD 
region has been revealed by conformational sampling with the 1T6O crystal structure. 
Using the similar dock-by-superposition methodology as shown here, we may be able 
to mine more structural information from the thousands of small motifs bound to 
resolved protein structures in PDB database, and understand the conformational 




The simulation of Ntail binding with XD domain of P using TraDES with 
only a crystal structure input provies exciting results, revealing the structural binding 
bias of the interaction of Ntail together with XD. Specifically, a likely entropic auto-
inhibition effect has been attributed to the C-terminal flanking sequence near the α-
MoRE helix, which is helix length dependent. Further, the data indicates that the core 
helical regions undergo structural changes in both Ntail and XD regions in agreement 
with NMR chemical shift very well. The N492-497 regionis revealed to be the most 
critical in α-MoRE helix formation, which is recently verified by NMR after our 
study. The structural bias of the binding of Ntail and XD shed light on the small 
peptide drug design for MeV cure and other disordered protein involved drug 
discovery. Lastly, the methology we used here can be applied to thousands of other 
cases for examining the roles of intrinsic disordered regions through the dock-by-
superposition method, and we show that the conformational sampling with simple 
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SFig. 1 Allcoil Ntail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot before filtering. 
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 SFig. 2 Allcoil Ntail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot after filtering. 
60 
 SFig. 3 Small Ntailα-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot before filtering. 
61 
 SFig. 4 SmallNtail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot after filtering. 
62 
 SFig. 5 Medium Ntail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot before filtering. 
63 
 SFig. 6 Medium Ntail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot after filtering. 
64 
 SFig. 7 Large Ntail α-MoRE region residue Ramachandran Plot before filtering. 
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## updated 2012 Dec 05th 
##################### 
Instructions###################################################### 
# the script here needs to your Centos to pre-install R and gawk 
package 
# root folder path: /home/lsm3241/William/MeV_root_test2/MeV_1.5M/  
#cd to the root folder where you put all the file required for MeV 
analysis 
#the files we required for this MeV analysis under the root folder is 
# 1T60.val, TraDES-2-20120612-CentOS5_5_x86_64.tar.gz,and five ".trj" 
file:Gor.trj,small.trj,medium,trj,large.trj,allcoil.trj  
# MeV_TraDES_Rama.txt; MeV_log_Rama_functions.txt; 
MeV_alphaMore_picking_aftdock.txt;MeV_alphaMore_picking_befdock.txt 
#MeV_R_analysis.txt 
#you will get the responding .png files and CSV file in the "Dataout" 
folder under root directory 
# use 'chmod u+x files' to change the following files' permission mode 
if they are not executable: "MeV_TraDES_Rama.txt" , 
"Read_Execute_me.txt" 










mv ./*.png Dataout/; 










### by Wenwei Xiang on Bachelor's Day 2012 Nov 11th, updated on 2012 
Dec 04th 
### The script here involvs calling gawk function in Centos  
### Put the 1T60.val, TraDES-2-20120612-CentOS5_5_x86_64.tar.gz,and 5 
".trj" files under the root folder 
/home/lsm3241/William/MeV_root_test2/MeV_1.5M; 
### The generated conformers are in 
/home/lsm3241/William/MeV_root_test2/MeV_1.5M/Name_class/  
### class=(Gor small medium large allcoil) 
### ./trades -f $class -b $n -s 1 -r T -k T; (-k T flag to turn the 
PCA rotation off ) 
### salign syntax: salign -f 1T60.val -g proteinHelixFile -h B -a 1 -b 6 -c 14 -d 91 -e 
99 |gawk -v class=$class -v number=$number 'BEGIN{OFS=","} /6-14,91-
99/{$1=class"_"number;print $0}' >> $class"salign.txt"; salign_out.val output is under 
current TraDES working folder 
### strMerge syntax: ./strMerge -f salign_out.val -g 1T6O.val -c A -m 
1 -n 1;  
### crashchk -
i ./$class"Valmerged"/merge$class$number.val >>$class"crashchk"; 
#### output data files: $class"salign.txt"; 
$class"intercshchk.txt";intracsh=$class"intracshchk.txt";$class"interc
shdupli.txt";  
###$class"RMSDintercsh.txt"(combine RMSD and intercsh No of original 
ensemble);$class"RMSDCSHaftdock.txt"( RMSD and intercsh of conformers 
survived docking);$class"Atom_bouncing_test.csv"; 
## output dir: $class"_befdock_csv" (conformers  Ramaplot data bef 
docking);  $class/$class"_aftdock_conf" (selected conformers); 
$class"_aftdock_csv" (selected conformers Ramaplot data aft docking);  
## $class"conformer" (generated initial ensemble pool) under the each 








### Here comes the main body of the script 
######################################################################
################################################## 
echo "All generated conformers are placed in folder 
/home/lsm3241/Mev20120612/Name_class/ " ; 
echo " Usage: <./script> " ; 
 
gzip -d TraDES-2-20120612-CentOS5_5_x86_64.tar.gz; 
tar -xvf TraDES-2-20120612-CentOS5_5_x86_64.tar; # extract a "TraDES-
2" folder 
 
CLASS=(Gor small medium large allcoil); 
TOTAL=(50 13 25 12 50); 
factor=10000;   ###### change the factor to a smaller number for test 
### 
ABT="Atom_bouncing_test.csv"; 
echo -n "" > $ABT; 
 









echo $class $no; 
cp -r ./TraDES-2 $class; 
mkdir $class/$class"_befdock_csv" $class/$class"conformer" 
$class/$class"_aftdock_conf" $class/$class"_aftdock_csv"; 
cp 1T6O.val $class/; 





############ generate conformers####################### 
######################################################################
########################### 
if [ $no -gt 300000 ];then 
n=$[ $no/2 ]; 
./trades -f $class -b $n -s 1 -r T -k T; 
./trades -f $class -b $n -s 250001 -r T -k T; 
else 
./trades -f $class -b $no -s 1 -r T -k T; 
fi; 
 
mv *$class".csv" $class"_befdock_csv"/; ## move the Rama psi phi angle 
values for each conformer residues before docking 
######################################################################
########################### 




#for f in 8 9; do 
#gawk --posix -v f=$f -v count=1 -v Class=$class -v i=0 
'{ if(count<=9){count++;next} else if(count>9 && 
count<=3009){i=i+$f;count++} } END{ print Class,"first"(count-
10)/1000"k Conformers","$"f,i/(count-10)}' "_"$class".log">> "../"$ABT; 
#tail -n 3003 "_"$class".log"|gawk --posix -v f=$f -v Class=$class -v 




#gawk --posix -v Class=$class -v count=1 -v f=$f 
'{if(count<=9){count++;next} else if(count>9 && 
count<=30009){i=i+$f;count++}} END{print Class,"first"(count-
10)/1000"k Conformers","$"f,i/(count-10)}' "_"$class".log">> "../"$ABT; 
#tail -n 30003 "_"$class".log"|gawk --posix -v f=$f -v Class=$class -v 
count=1 '{if(count<=30000){i=i+$f;count++}} END{ print 









## echo "Conformer_no,RMSD" >$class"salign.txt";   ###clear the 
file content#### 
## echo "Conformer_no,mol,res,Atom,mol,res,Atom" > 
$class"intercshchk.txt"; ###clear the file content#### 
## echo "Conformer_no,mol,res,Atom,mol,res,Atom" > 









echo -n "" >$readRMSD; 
echo -n "" >$intercsh; 
echo -n "" >$intracsh; 
echo -n "" >$class"RMSDintercsh.txt" ; 
echo -n "" > $class"RMSDCSHaftdock.txt" ; 
 
 
for ((n=1; n<= $no ;n++));do   #### for i in $(seq 1 100) 
number=`printf "%07d" $n`; 
./salign -f 1T6O.val -g $class"_"$number.val -h B -a 1 -b 6 -c 14 -d 
91 -e 99 |gawk -v class=$class -v number=$number 'BEGIN {OFS=","} /6-
14,91-99/{$1=class"_"number;print $0}' >> $readRMSD ; 
 
./strMerge -f salign_out.val -g 1T6O.val -c A -m 1 -n 1; 
 
./crashchk -f strMerge_out.val|gawk -v class=$class -v number=$number 
'BEGIN{OFS=","} /^Crash/{if($4!=$11){print(class"_"number, $4, $6, $8, 
$11, $13, $15) >> class"intercshchk.txt"} else if($4=="A") 









if [ $step == $[${#CLASS[*]}-1] ]; then  ### if it is the last loop 
session ## 
./crashchk -f 1T6O.val -n T >>1T6Ointercshchk.txt 





###count the inter /intra atom collision between Ntail and three 
bundle helix, docking with RMSD 1.0, intercrash <= 310 
######################################################################
################################################## 
uniq -cd $intercsh >> $dupli; ### print duplicate atom collision 
report #### 
 
gawk -F"," '{print $1}' $intercsh|uniq -c|gawk -F' ' -v 
readRMSD=$readRMSD '{getline In < readRMSD;print In "," $1}' >> 
$class"RMSDintercsh.txt"; 
 
gawk -F',' -v dock=$class"RMSDCSHaftdock.txt" -v class=$class -v 
selectdir=$selectdir '($2<=1.0 && $3<=310){print($0)>>dock;print("cp " 
$1".val " selectdir"/")}' $class"RMSDintercsh.txt"|bash;  ### copy the 




#######################################move the initial generated 
conformer to subfolder################################ 
#find  -maxdepth 1 -name $class"*.val" -exec mv 






################################## Ramachandran phi thi angles of 





cp ../ramangL ./ ; 
cp ../bstdt.val ./; 
 
for iteration in $(seq 0 $[${TOTAL[$step]}-1]);do 
ramaNo=$[1+$iteration*$factor];  
./ramangL -f $class"_" -r $factor -s $ramaNo;  
done; 
mv *.csv ../$class"_aftdock_csv" ;   ## move the Rama psi phi angle 














#This script is constructed with the reference of 
README_TraDES_R_Analysis_Package inside TraDES v Jun 12 2012 package 
#Instructions first, functions are below 
#  LOAD this file into R with File | Open Script. Right-click and 
"Select All" and Run. That will load in the functions you need. 
# or use source() function 
# You must first run a simulation with the TRADES package and create a 
*.log file of results. 
# Start with >TRADES.readlog()->Expt_Log  - this will prompt you to 
choose a single TRADES logfile or you can define the path when calling 
TREDES.readlog(); you will get all a data frame Expt_Log. 
# If your TRADES run produces many log files, concatenate them in 
numerical order. 
# In the Windows command line this can be done with: 
# copy /b file1.log + file2.log + file3.log bigfile.log 
# only the "structure number" and "Rgyr" is caputred in the 
Trades_logframe() function with this version, you can adjust to your 
own usage to remove the corresponding "#" 
###### the alpha, beta ppII, epsilon regions in Ramachandran plot are 
defined as: 
#beta :  {(psi > 50) & (phi <= -100)} and {(psi <= -100) &   (phi <= -
100)} 
#ppII:   {(psi > 50) & (phi > -100) &  (phi <= 0) } and {(psi <= -100) 
&  (phi > -100) & (phi <= 0)} 
#epsilon:{(psi > 100) &  (phi > 0) } and {(psi <= -50) & (phi > 0) } 
#alphaR: {(psi > -100) & (psi <= 50)  &   (phi <= 0 )} 





#--------------Example Run of a log with 300000 structues ------------
-----  
 
# Ramachandran Distribution Plotting 
# First you must create a phi/psi dataset from your TRADES output - 
requires you save in *.val format (foldtraj parameter -a T) 
 
# C:\Users\chogue\Dropbox\TraDES>ramangles - 
 
# RamAngles: 
# Report Phi, Psi from TraDES *.val file 
#  Creates up to 20 *.csv files for R plotting. 
#   arguments: 
# 
#  -f  Input VAL File Name (NO EXTENSION). [File In] 
#  -s  Foldtraj Range Start Number (optinal) [Integer]  Optional 
#    default = 0 
#    range from 1 to 9999999 
#  -r  Foldtraj Range (optional) [Integer]  Optional 
#    default = 0 
#    range from 1 to 50000 
 
# ramangles.exe reads a range of *.val files (up to 50,000) and 
creates 20 *.CSV file, one for each amino acid 
# Suggestion is that more than 30,000 sample *.val files will hurt 
performance of R, and not change the graph. 
# Each ramangle.exe generated .CSV file has 4 elements per row: 
structure #, residue #, phi, and psi 
# Example output: 
# [.]              [..]             A_Cas_3ST_.csv   *///no Cys!/// 
72 
# D_Cas_3ST_.csv   E_Cas_3ST_.csv   F_Cas_3ST_.csv   G_Cas_3ST_.csv 
# H_Cas_3ST_.csv   I_Cas_3ST_.csv   K_Cas_3ST_.csv   L_Cas_3ST_.csv 
# M_Cas_3ST_.csv   N_Cas_3ST_.csv   P_Cas_3ST_.csv   Q_Cas_3ST_.csv 
# R_Cas_3ST_.csv   S_Cas_3ST_.csv   T_Cas_3ST_.csv   V_Cas_3ST_.csv 
# W_Cas_3ST_.csv   Y_Cas_3ST_.csv 
 
# If you are missing amino acids in your sequence use dummy *.csv 
files that looks like this, made in Excel: 











# A single Ramachandran plot can be made with TRADES.Ramaplot() 
# it prompts you to choose the file with the GUI. 
 
# The function for making arrays of 20 Ramachandran plots is: 
# TRADES.Plot20RamaPNG()  or TRADES.Plot20RamaPDF() 
# These are calibrated to make reproduction quality PNG (rgb) or PDF 
(cmyk) files.   
# It prompts for a multiple selection of 20 files representing all 20 
amino acids.   
# Each file begins with the uppercase letter of the amino acid 
represented. You need to multiple selecta all 20 of these 




#Ramachandran Summary Table 
# 
# This function uses the same picking method as the Ramachandran Graph 
Plotter 
# It creates a table of values for assignment of % alpha, % beta, % 
ppII, etc to each residue type 
# To use - assign to a variable 
# coil_space<-TRADES.RamaSpaceSummary() 
# write.csv(coil_space$Table, file="Coil_Space.csv) 
#  
# - load into Excel and enjoy. 
# 
# 
# Picking Individual Residues - Serine 29 = FQSPP   203 = PPSVS  190 = 
LSSSH 
# If you want to look at Ramachandran space of a specific residue  
# like these to check Pro conformational influence on left- and right- 
side of Ser  
# Go try this... Load in one single *.csv file from ramangles output 
(described above) 
# with the residue type. Then you can select the array of phi-psi 
angles with just that 
# residue number - here are the three examples: 
# 
# serine<-read.csv(file.choose(),header=F) 
# which(serine$V2 == 29)->ser_29_idx 
# serine[ser_29_idx,]->ser_29 
# which(serine$V2 == 203)->ser_203_idx 
# serine[ser_203_idx,]->ser_203 
# which(serine$V2 == 190)->ser_190_idx 
# serine[ser_190_idx,]->ser_190 
# str(ser_29) 
# 'data.frame':   30000 obs. of  4 variables: 
# $ V1: int  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 
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# $ V2: int  29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 ... 
# $ V3: num  -68.9 -105.7 -62.5 -79.6 -130.1 ... 
# $ V4: num  -26.5 127.4 -29.2 -19.4 -23 ... 
# NOW this can go into either of the two basic functions: 
# TRADES.RamaSum("S 29", ser_29)  
# TRADES.RamaPlot("S 29", ser_29) 
# Can concatenate the columns together like this  
# to make a table to see how TraDES sampling chooses pre-proline 
residues... 
# 
# TRADES.RamaSum("S 29", ser_29)$Values->Single_Serine 
# Single_Serine 
#                   S 29 
# Structures 30000.000000 
# Positions      1.000000 
# % Alpha-R     16.606667 
# % Beta        37.500000 
# % PPII        43.020000 
# % Alpha-L      1.680000 
# % epsilon      1.193333 
# 
# Single_Serine <- cbind(Single_Serine,TRADES.RamaSum("S 190", 
ser_190)$Values) 
# Single_Serine 
#                   S 29        S 190 
# Structures 30000.000000 30000.000000 
# Positions      1.000000     1.000000 
# % Alpha-R     16.606667    29.593333 
# % Beta        37.500000    31.590000 
# % PPII        43.020000    35.816667 
# % Alpha-L      1.680000     1.893333 
# % epsilon      1.193333     1.106667 
# Single_Serine <- cbind(Single_Serine,TRADES.RamaSum("S 203", 
ser_203)$Values) 
# round(Single_Serine, digits=5) 
#                  S 29       S 190       S 203 
# Structures 30000.00000 30000.00000 30000.00000 
# Positions      1.00000     1.00000     1.00000 
# % Alpha-R     16.60667    29.59333    29.07000 
# % Beta        37.50000    31.59000    32.38333 
# % PPII        43.02000    35.81667    36.03000 
# % Alpha-L      1.68000     1.89333     1.54000 
# % epsilon      1.19333     1.10667     0.97667 
 
# then write it out to a csv file 
# write.csv(Single_Serine, file="Proline_Effect_on_Serine.csv") 











if (length(logfile)==0) logfile <- file.choose() 
#if (length(logfile)==0)  logfile<- file(list.files(pattern=".log$")) 
 
# File must start with a TraDES log on line 1 or 2 
# DEAL WITH FIRST LINE SKIPPING (Tolerant of start at line 1 or 2) 




TraDESVer <- scan(logfile, what=character(0), skip=startline, nlines=1) 
if (length(TraDESVer) == 0) { 
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startline<-1 
    TraDESVer <- scan(logfile, what=character(0), skip=startline, 
nlines=1) 
   } 
if (TraDESVer[1] != "TraDES") {  
cat("TraDES Header Not Found","\n",sep=" ") 
return(0)}  
 
# Read in the rest of the TOPMOST logfile information 
Version=paste(TraDESVer,collapse=" ") 




Protein <- scan(logfile, what=character(0), skip=startline+2, nlines=1) 
Protein <- Protein[2] 
Conditions <- scan(logfile, what=character(0), 
sep='\t',skip=startline+3, nlines=1) 
 
# !!!! TO DO Need to break out the individual conditions too!   
# AND Above - they change as well depending on Unfoldtraj mode 
# Cannot assume Conditions[12] is the method!!! - There are two diff 
tokens : 
# Trajectory Distribution: 3-State Secondary Structure Prediction 
# and NA - based on Unfoldtraj - will say "Compared to Native 
Structure: 1YU5" on Line2,  









System <- paste(scan(logfile, what=character(0), sep=NULL, 
skip=startline+4,nlines=1),sep="",collapse=" ") 
StartDate <-scan(logfile, what=character(0),skip=startline+5,nlines=1) 





# Read in the tab delimited headers - indicates width of the table 
 
# NOW READ IN THE REST OF THE FILE as Tab Delimited Strings 
TempValues<-scan(logfile, what=character(0), sep='\t', skip = 
startline+8, quiet=TRUE) 
 
# next look for any end markers left in by Foldtraj - remove them in 




cat("End marker Rows removed:", length(incomplete),"Raw 
Strings:",length(Complete),"\n",sep=" ") 
 
# remove the semicolon end of line markers  
incomplete<-which(Complete == ";") 
Complete<-Complete[-incomplete] 




# Find any other contatenated HEADERS buried in the file and add them 
to the top level objects 
 
FTLine<- which(substr(Complete,1,6) == "TraDES") 
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if (length(FTLine) !=0) { 
  TLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,16) == "Trajectory File:") 
         GLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,12) == "# Generated:") 
         StLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,19) == "Start Numbering at:") 
         CoLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,29) == "Compared to Native 
Structure:") 
         BaLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,25) == "Structure File Base 
Name:") 
         RsLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,12) == "Random Seed:") 
  SqLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,9) == "Sequence:") 
 
# !!!! Need to break out the individual conditions too!  AND Above - 
they change as well depending on Unfoldtraj mode 
 
  CLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,7) == "Folding") 
  CLine<-c(CLine, CLine+1, CLine+2, CLine+3, 
CLine+4,CLine+5,CLine+6,CLine+7,CLine+8,CLine+9,CLine+10) 
 
  CLine<-sort(CLine)  
  MLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,24) == "Trajectory 
Distribution:") 
  SyLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,6) == "System") 
  JLine<-which(substr(Complete,1,3) == "Job")  
  HLine<-which(Complete == "Structure") 
  Hremoved<-length(HLine) 
 for (i in 1:(width-1)) { 
 tHLine<-HLine + i 
 if (i == 1) aHLine<-HLine 
 aHLine<-c(aHLine,tHLine ) } 
  HLine<-aHLine 
 
 # organize all the headers into one set of addresses, then 
extract from Complete 
 LLines<-sort(c(FTLine, TLine, CoLine, StLine, GLine, BaLine, 




 # now all the additional headers are removed 
 Complete<-Complete[-LLines] 
 
 cat("Full Headers extracted:", Hremoved,"Raw 
Strings:",length(Complete),"\n",sep=" ")} else { HeadExtra<- "0" } 
 
cat("Final Table Size:", length(Complete),"Columns:", width, '\n', 
sep=" ") 
 




# Stitch the objects together and return the data frame with the 
parsed information and columns 
# This object is ready for plotting 
log<-list(startdate=StartDate, trajfile=TrajFile, protein=Protein, 
original=logfile, trajmethod=TrajMethod,version=Version, 






TRADES.logframe = function( width, Complete) { 
columnsz<-length(Complete)/width 
if (width == 29) { 
 
# make a data frame with the shortened version of the Headings 
 Values<-data.frame( 
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          Structure=integer(columnsz),  
         # Time=integer(columnsz), 
         # Tries=integer(columnsz), 
         # BadBB=integer(columnsz), 
         # Crashes=integer(columnsz), 
         # ViolatedConstr=character(columnsz), 
         # N=integer(columnsz), 
          Rgyr=numeric(columnsz)#,  
         # HRgyr=numeric(columnsz), 
         # NCdist=numeric(columnsz), 
         # Rn=numeric(columnsz), 
         # Cn=numeric(columnsz), 
         # ASA=numeric(columnsz), 
         # HASA=numeric(columnsz), 
         # Helix=integer(columnsz), 
         # Edssp=integer(columnsz), 
         # Ecaca=integer(columnsz), 
         # Zhang1=numeric(columnsz), 
         # VSCORE1=numeric(columnsz), 
   # Bryant3=numeric(columnsz), 
   # Crease3=numeric(columnsz) 
   # VPDBatomN=integer(columnsz), 
   # SolvAtoms1=integer(columnsz), 
   # SdX=numeric(columnsz), 
   # SdY=numeric(columnsz), 
   # SdZ=numeric(columnsz), 
   # Ea=numeric(columnsz), 
   # Eb=numeric(columnsz), 
   # Ec=numeric(columnsz) 
   ) 





   colnames(Values)<-c("Structure","Rgyr") 
    # Now convert the array of strings into a column 
vector of the appropriate type 
          Values$Structure<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 1, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])  
         # Values$Time<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 2, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Tries<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 3, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$BadBB<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 4, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Crashes<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 5, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$ViolatedConstr<-Complete[ seq(from = 6, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ] 
         # Values$N<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 7, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
          Values$Rgyr<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 8, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$HRgyr<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 9, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
          #Values$NCdist<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 10, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
          #Values$Rn<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 11, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Cn<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 12, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$ASA<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 13, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$HASA<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 14, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Helix<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 15, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
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         # Values$Edssp<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 16, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Ecaca<-as.integer(Complete[ seq(from = 17, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Zhang1<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 18, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$VSCORE1<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 19, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
  #  Values$Bryant3<-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 20, 
to = length(Complete), by = width ) ]) 
         # Values$Crease3<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from = 21, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
   # Values$VPDBatomN<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from 
=22 , to = length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
#  Values$SolvAtoms1<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =23 , to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$SdX<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =24, to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$SdY<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =25 , to 
= length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$SdZ<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =26 , to 
= length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$Ea<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =27 , to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$Eb<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =28 , to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
  #  Values$Ec<-(-as.numeric(Complete[ seq(from =29 , to = 
length(Complete), by = width ) ])) 
   
     } else cat("Data width not match with the out put of 




































pdf(filename, colormodel="cmyk", useDingbats=TRUE, width=16, 
height=16 ) 
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TRADES.RamaPlot <- function(Title, aa) { 
if (missing(aa)) aa <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=F) 
if (missing(Title)) Title<- "Ramachandran Plot" 
 
Lab.palette <- 
       colorRampPalette(c("white","lightyellow", "lightcyan","cyan", 
"lightskyblue", "lightseagreen", "yellowgreen" ,"yellow", "goldenrod", 
"orange", "orange4", "firebrick", "darkred", "red", "darkmagenta", 
"magenta", "hotpink", "pink","lightpink","white"), space = "Lab") 
par(las=1,pty="s") 
smoothScatter(aa$V3,aa$V4, xlab=expression(phi), ylab=expression(psi), 
asp=1, ylim=c(-180,180), xlim=c(-180,180), main=Title, xaxs="i", 
yaxs="i", axes=F, frame.plot=F, colramp=Lab.palette) 
prange<- seq(-180, 180, by=40) 
axis(1, at = prange) 
























































rnames=c("Structures", "Positions", "% Alpha-R", "% Beta", "% PPII", "% 
Alpha-L", "% epsilon") 
cnames=c("% Total", "Average", "Max", "Min") 
values=matrix(nrow=7, ncol=4, dimnames=list(rnames,cnames)) 
count=0 
if (! is.na(data_A$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_A$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"A")  
count<- count +1 } 
if (! is.na(data_C$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_C$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"C")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_D$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_D$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"D")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_E$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_E$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"E")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_F$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_F$Values[,1])  
cnames<-c(cnames,"F")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_G$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_G$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"G")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_H$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_H$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"H")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_I$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_I$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"I")  
count<- count +1} 
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if (! is.na(data_K$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_K$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"K")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_L$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_L$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"L")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_M$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_M$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"M")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_N$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_N$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"N")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_P$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_P$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"P")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_Q$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_Q$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"Q")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_R$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_R$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"R")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_S$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_S$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"S")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_T$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_T$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"T")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_V$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_V$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"V")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_W$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_W$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"W")  
count<- count +1} 
if (! is.na(data_Y$Values[1])) {values<-cbind(values, 
data_Y$Values[,1]) 
cnames<-c(cnames,"Y")  





#total fraction of conform (%/100) occupied by num of residue i *   / 
total residue count in population  
values[1,1]<-values[1,5] 
values[2,1]<-sum(values[2,5:idx]) 
values[3,1]<-100*(sum( (values[3,5:idx]/100) * 
(values[2,5:idx]*values[1,1]) ) /(values[1,1]*values[2,1])) 
values[4,1]<-100*(sum( (values[4,5:idx]/100) * 
(values[2,5:idx]*values[1,1]) ) /(values[1,1]*values[2,1])) 
values[5,1]<-100*(sum( (values[5,5:idx]/100) * 
(values[2,5:idx]*values[1,1]) ) /(values[1,1]*values[2,1])) 
values[6,1]<-100*(sum( (values[6,5:idx]/100) * 
(values[2,5:idx]*values[1,1]) ) /(values[1,1]*values[2,1])) 
values[7,1]<-100*(sum( (values[7,5:idx]/100) * 






































TRADES.RamaSum <- function(Title, aa,filename) { 
if (missing(aa)) aa <- { file.choose()-> filename 
read.csv(filename, header=F) } 
if (missing(Title)) Title<- "x" 
phi<-aa$V3 
psi<-aa$V4 
beta<-length(which((psi > 50.00000000) & (phi <= -100.00000000))) 
beta<- beta + length(which( (psi <= -100.00000000) &   (phi <= -
100.00000000)))                     
ppII<-length(which( (psi > 50.00000000) & (phi > -100.00000000) &  
(phi <= 0.00000000) ) ) 
ppII<- ppII + length(which( (psi <= -100.00000000) &  (phi > -
100.00000000) & (phi <= 0.00000000) ) )                     
epsilon<-length(which( (psi > 100.00000000) &  (phi > 0.00000000) ) ) 
epsilon<- epsilon + length(which( (psi <= -50.00000000) & (phi > 
0.00000000) ) )                     
alphaR<-length(which( (psi > -100.00000000) & (psi <= 50.00000000)  &   
(phi <= 0.00000000) ) )   
alphaL<-length(which( (psi > -50.00000000)  & (psi <= 100.00000000) &   












rnames=c("Structures", "Positions", "% Alpha-R", "% Beta", "% PPII", "% 
Alpha-L", "% epsilon") 
cnames=(c(Title)) 
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if (length(phi) > 10) output 











## root folder path: /home/lsm3241/William/MeV_root_test2/MeV_1.5M/  
## This R script should be in the root folder and is supposed to run 
after running the "MeV_TraDES_Rama.txt"  







png" and the alphaMore region RamaPlot both before and after docking 
for each class 
## all the data values used will be output in "MeVAll.RData" file 
## only requires the log file to get the Rgyr, intercshchk.txt to get 































































###########################    Residue per Crashes & Rgyr distribution 








########  Plot interchain crash per aa Before Filtering, grey out the 





par( mfrow=c(2,3),oma = c( 4,4,5, 
1 ),mar=c(2,2,3,0),font.main=2,cex=1.25 ) 
for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{ 
intercshchk<-paste(i,"intercshchk",sep="") 
row<-which(substr(get(intercshchk)$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i) 
which(substr(get(intercshchk)$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i & 
get(intercshchk)$res2>=89 & get(intercshchk)$res2<=102)->temp 
##picking alpha MoRE region crashes 
as.numeric(length(unique(get(intercshchk)[row,"conformer"])))->yscale  
##counting NO. of conformers as a scaling denominator 
aacsh<-
tapply(rep(1,length(get(intercshchk)[row,"res2"])),get(intercshchk)[ro





#################### find the Peak crashes in both MoRE area and non-
MoRE area ########################################################## 
 
MoREarea<-sprintf('%d',seq(89,102,by=1)) ##aacsh[89] != aacsh["89"]. 























n",xlab=NULL,ylab=NULL,main=i,cex=2)   
text(aaMoREpeak,y=eval(parse(text=helix$counts[aaMoREpeak]+2)),labels=
































mtext( "Sequence Residue Number", line=1,side=1,cex=1.75,font=2, outer 
= TRUE ) 
mtext( "Average Number of Crashes", line=1,side=2,cex=1.75,font=2, 
outer = TRUE ) 
mtext( "Average Number of Interchain Crashes per Ntail Residue Before 










par( mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,4,0),font.main=2,cex=1.25 ) 
for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{  










title("Rgyr Distribution Before Filtering") 









###########################    Residue per Crashes & Rgyr distribution 











par( mfrow=c(2,3),oma = c( 4,4,5, 
1 ),mar=c(2,2,3,0),font.main=2,cex=1.25 ) 
for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{ 
intercshchk<-paste(i,"intercshchk",sep="") 
row<-which(substr(RMSDcshRgyr.All$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i & 
RMSDcshRgyr.All$RMSD <=1.0 & RMSDcshRgyr.All$crashes<=310) 
selectedconformers<-RMSDcshRgyr.All$conformer[row] 
which(get(intercshchk)$conformer %in% selectedconformers)->location 
  which(get(intercshchk)$res2[location]>=89 & 











########### find the Peak crashes in both MoRE area and non MoRE 
area################### 
  MoREarea<-sprintf('%d',seq(89,102,by=1)) ##aacsh[89] != aacsh["89"]. 
















  1:length(location)->a 









n",xlab=NULL,ylab=NULL,main=i,cex=2)   
text(aaMoREpeak,y=eval(parse(text=helix$counts[aaMoREpeak]+2)),labels=







  legend("topleft",c("alpha-MoRE","Non alpha-
MoRE"),fill=c(seqcol[["alphaMoRE"]],seqcol[[i]]),bty='n',cex=1) 
text(aanonMoREpeak,y=eval(parse(text=nonhelix$counts[aanonMoREpeak]+2)























mtext( "Sequence Residue Number", line=1,side=1,cex=1.75,font=2, outer 
= TRUE ) 
mtext( "Average Number of Crashes", line=1,side=2,cex=1.75,font=2, 
outer = TRUE ) 
mtext( "Average Number of Interchain Crashes per Ntail Residue After 









par( mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,4,0),font.main=2,cex=1.25 ) 
 
for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{   
row<-which(substr(RMSDcshRgyr.All$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i & 










title("Rgyr Distribution After Filtering") 



















for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{   
docking.results["survived",i]<-
length(which(substr(RMSDcshRgyr.All$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i  
& RMSDcshRgyr.All$RMSD <=1.0 & RMSDcshRgyr.All$crashes<=310)) 
  docking.results["initial",i]<-






















mtext( "Number of Conformers Surviving Filters", 
line=2,side=3,font=2,cex=1.65,) 
mtext("Percentage (%)",line=3,side=2,cex=1.4,font=2) 











par( mfrow=c(2,3),oma = c( 3,3,4, 
1 ),mar=c(4,4,5,0),font.main=2,cex=1,cex.lab=1.3,cex.main=1.7,las=0) 
for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{ 
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row<-which(substr(RMSDcshRgyr.All$conformer,1,nchar(i)) == i ) 
 
  Lab.palette <- 
    colorRampPalette(c("white","lightyellow", "lightcyan","cyan", 
"lightskyblue", "lightseagreen", "yellowgreen" ,"yellow", "goldenrod", 
"orange", "orange4", "firebrick", "darkred", "red"), space = "Lab") 
smoothScatter(RMSDcshRgyr.All[row,"RMSD"],RMSDcshRgyr.All[row,"crashes
"], xlab="", ylab="", ylim=c(0,2000), xlim=c(0,5.5), main=i, xaxs="i", 
yaxs="i", axes=F, frame.plot=F, colramp=Lab.palette) 
 
axis(1, at = 0:6) 




mtext("Ensemble distribution of RMSD and Total Number of 
Crashes",line=1,side=3,font=2,outer=T,cex=2.5) 
mtext(expression(bold(paste("Root Mean Square Deviation 
(",ring(A),")",sep=""))), line=0,side=1,cex=1.8,font=2,outer=T) 











for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{ 
status<-"befdock" 
  relative.path<-paste("./",i,"/",i,"_befdock_csv",sep="") 




for (i in c('Gor','small','medium','large','allcoil')) 
{ 
status<-"aftdock" 
  relative.path<-paste("./",i,"/",i,"_aftdock_csv",sep="") 















####  By Xiang Wenwei, Department of Biological Sciences, NUS. 
11/Nov/2012.   Supervisor:Prof Christopher Hogue 
#### selecting the alphamore region of each class, output both the 
Ramachandran Summary table and Ramachandran Plot of each aa of 
alphaMore 




#### The TRADES.RamaSum() prototype is reviesd as 















### Load Glutamine ./Q_$i_.csv file under currently working directory 
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use CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser); 
my $cgi = new CGI; 
 
$database = $cgi ->param("conformertype"); 
$id = $cgi ->param("conformerid"); 
$table = $cgi ->param("table"); 
$id =~ s/\r//g; 
 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 
$Content = qq(<html> 
<head> 
<title>Database Search Results</title> 
</head> 
<body> 




print "<font size=-2>Debug: database=$database.</font>\n" if $debug; 
$database = "small" unless $database; 
print "<font size=-2>Debug: database=$database.</font><br>" if $debug; 
 
my $dbtype = "mysql"; 
my $host = "localhost"; 
my $userid = "anonymous"; 
my $password = "pw"; 
 
my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:$dbtype:$database:$host:$userid:$password") 
or die("can't connect to database"); 
#the db will be either small medium large gor or allcoil 
 
my $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT * FROM $table WHERE UID LIKE 





 $Content = qq(Your database query did not retrieve any result. 
Please try again.); 





 $Content = qq(Your database query retrieved the following 
results: 
  
 <table width=853 border=1 cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0> 
 <tr bgcolor="#dddddd"> 
 <td width=25>UID</td> 
 <td width=50>AccNo</td> 
 <td width=75>Name</td> 
 <td width=100>Source</td> 
 <td width=200>Seq</td> 
 </tr>); 
 print $Content; 
 
 while(@result=$sth->fetchrow_array()) 
  { 
 print "<tr>\n"; 
 foreach (@result){ 
 print "<td>"."$_"."</td>\n"; 
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  } 
 print "</tr>"; 
 } 
 print "</table>\n"; 
} 
print "</body>\n</html>"; 
exit; 
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